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1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
In [l] Eells and Sampson consider C” mappings f : M --f 44’ [denoted by 
P(M, M’)], M without boundary (i3M = $) and M’ having nonpositive 
sectional curvatures [M and M’ both Riemannian with metric tensors 
g = (gij) and g’ = (Baa), respectively]. They define the energy functional 
E : Cm(M, M’) + R, by 
E(f) = jM(f*gW 
The extremals of E are called “Harmonic Maps” (if M and M’ are Euclidean, 
then the coordinates off are harmonic functions in the usual sense) and in the 
case dim M = 1, they are geodesics on M’. Using the method of steepest 
descent and the maximum principle for parabolic equations, they prove 
(under further imbedding restrictions on M’) the existence of a harmonic 
map homotopic to a given Cl map. 
If we consider the case where aM # $, then, using their methods plus the 
construction of a barrier function, it is possible to prove the existence of a 
harmonic map with given boundary values 4 : aM + M’ only under the 
additional assumption that the vol (M’) is sufficiently small (an example in [2] 
shows that this method fails in general). 
In this paper we prove stability (Section 3) for the boundary-value problem 
using only the curvature condition on M’, that is, if for some +,, : M + M’, 
there is a corresponding harmonic mapping fO, then the boundary-value 
problem for harmonic maps with boundary values 1,4 has a solution for all # 
in some neighborhood of &, . 
In Section 2, we introduce a certain notational convenience for the (“non- 
linear” invariantly defined) iterated covariant derivatives along a map. Using 
this notion, we obtain a particularly simple form for the tension field 
“7(f)” (= - VE(f)), the zeros of which are the harmonic mappings. 
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In Section 3 we prove the stability theorem. 
Then in Section 4 we define certain nonlinear Sobolev spaces of maps, 
lVs~p(M, Af’), consisting of Ln maps f along with their iterated covariant 
derivatives up to order s belonging to LP, [not the Sobolev spaces L,q”(AZ, AI’) 
defined by Eells, Palais, etc.]. We then indicate the proof that for s 32 (m/p), 
lVi’(M, M’) is a complete Finsler manifold consisting of continuous maps 
and for Y ~~~ 1 ~ (m/p - [ml/~]), 1 m: 1 + [m/p], (m == dim ill). we have 
J(f(x),f(Y)) < [4x, Y>l” I’V I,~ , (s, ?’ E N) 
and “d” and “d”’ denote Riemannian distances on il2 and :YJ’, respectively. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
ild and M’ will be C” Riemannian manifolds, (111 compact with boundary 
aM), having dimensions m and m’, and local coordinates 
s = {s’ ,...) x”) = {xi} and y == (-V’)..., y”“) = { ym’:, 
respectively. “ \,I., .>” will denote the Riemannian inner product on T(M’), 
and “D” will denote the symmetric Riemannian connection on T(M’). 
“a,” will denote the tangent vector a/2yvb, “ai” will denote the tangent vector 
Z/M and being casual, 
(Here i, j run from 1 ,..., m = dim M, and Greek letters a, ,5’ run from 
1 ,..., m’ -= dim M’.) 
ForfE Cx(M, AZ’), we let Cm(f) be the set of all vector fields alongf, that 
‘, lb, 
P(f) = r(fp’TM’) 
-= {C” maps W : AZ-+ T(M’) 1 W(x) E T,(,,M’, (x E M)]. 
Then for LT’E r?(f), I’E TM, we define 
wq -f* I and n W( 6’) -\x Of* “( W). 
In particular, if {ai} (i = I,..., m) is a local frame on M, then 
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In local coordinates, if W = ~53~ , we have 
Di W G (WY, + f~W’T~~( f)) 8, . 
(r,$ are the Christoffel symbols on M’.) 
For I’, ,..., I’, E T(M), we define the K-th iterate 
D”W(V, ,..., V,> = Df* v, of, v,-, ..- of, v, W. 
Letting R(X, Y) be the curvature tensor on M’ we have the following 3 
important formulas: 
ai W2) = (Di WI y Wz> + (WI 7 Di Wz>y (w, 7 w, E cm(f)); 
DjDi f - DiD,f = 0; DjDiW - DiDjW= R&f, ajf) W, 
(D2W(V~ , V2> - D2WVz > V,) = R(fy;l/l , f* V2) W). 
Now, the energy for smooth maps f is given in local coordinates by 
We seek the critical points of E, that is, the set off such that 
E*(f) . w = 0, for all WE Cm(f). 
By duality, there exists an element VE(f), which we write (via Eells and 
Sampson) as - I (and call the “tension field” off), such that 
dE, - Wz E,(f) . W= - CT(~), W> = - j,<~(f,t W,(,, * lw, 
where 
VE( f) = - I E T,(P). 
We wish to describe 7 in local coordinates. Then, via our definition of 
tangent vector, lettingf, be a “variation” off such that 
fo = f7 Ift ltzo = w, 
and, in case aM # 4, 
ft Iah4 =f (for all t); 
we have that 
E*(f) * W = g E(ft) ltxo = - (df )I W>. 
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We now emply our covariant derivative notation to compute 7 
Then, 
E(f,) = f 1 gij(X) (aif,, ajft) \‘idx. 
M 
= jM~(a”f~,g”v~I’jfl,~d.~ 
-J’ 
(a, ft , Digi’ \“i i-j ftJ dx. 
M 
The first integral is zero since either atft /sM = 0 or iiM = 4. Hence, 
$E(f,) = - 1 (atft, Digi’ z’iijf,‘: dx; 
M 
(2.1) 
at t = 0, atft It+ = IV and ft It=,, =f, which implies 
- (W, T(f),> = - 1 (W, & D+gij \ g Djf) * IM; 
In coordinates. 
’ T(f) = B 
z/g 
Digii z/‘g Di f. (2.2) 
T(f)w$ = [Of” + rLt(f)fiBfj,‘gij] 6. (2.3) 
And so, f is a critical point of E, or f is a harmonic mapping if and only if 
7(f) = 0. 
If we take the geodesic normal coordinates centered at an arbitrary point 
x E M and at f (x) E M’, then we see that f is harmonic if and only if at these 
points x and f (x), f satisfies 
(4 = 0, 01 = l,..., m’. 
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3. STABILITY THEOREM 
We come now to the stability theorem for the boundary-value problem for 
harmonic mappings. 
We consider the space C’*“(M, M’) of mappings with continuous derivatives 
(in local coordinates) up to and including order r and with or-Holder continu- 
ous r-th derivatives. These spaces are Banach manifols (Palais [3]), and for 
the stability theorem, we consider the map 
A : C’qM, M’) -+ CT-yM, TM’) @ CrqaM, M’), 
given by A(f) = (7(f), f / 8M). Here r 3 2, 0 < 01 < I. 
We prove 
THEOREM. Let M and M’ be C” Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and 
m’, respectively. Let M be compact, M’ complete, and all the sectional curvatures 
of M’ are nonpositive. Let q$, E Cr*ol(aM, M’) and suppose there exists an 
f. E CrsU(M, M’) with A( fO) = (0, do); that is, f0 is a harmonic map with given 
boundary values &, . Then, there exist neighborhoods 2 in CT*a(M, nil’) con- 
taining f0 , and Q in Cr*a(aM, M’) containing q$, , such that A is a local difeo- 
morphism, A : Z N (0) x 9. 
Proof. We will show bijectivity of dAYO and then call upon the inverse 
function theorem [4]. First, we prove that dAjO = (dTjO , dj,J is an injective 
linear map (here, for f E CT*a(M, M’), j(f) = f aM). Now, by functoriality, 
So suppose 
T&“+=(M, M’)) = Cr+(M, f,,*TM’). 
is such that 
WE T&2r,a(M, M’)) 
dAjO . W = (0,O). 
We want to show that W = 0. 
Recall that 7 is invariantly defined, both on M and M’, and 
’ T(f0) = = 
d/g 
D,gii z/g Dj f0 . 
If we take 1 x ,..., x m as local coordinates in a neighborhood of x E M, and 
yl,..., y”’ as local coordinates in a neighborhood off(x) E M’ so that 
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is a basis for T,(,$“, then in local coordinates we may express 
where 
T(f) = T(f)” &, 
T(f)” EE df” f r;;( f)fibfjcgij. 
Now, let t + ft be a smooth variation off0 , such that 
ft It=0 =fo and f, = H’. 
Then we wish to show that if W is such that 
d Tf” * w = 0 and djf” * W --; W iaM = 0, 
then IV =: 0. Now 
dTf” .w=o if and only if 
for OL = I,..., m’. 
LEMMA. 
f 7(ftY t=O = 0 if and only if 
when f,, is harmonic, and covariant d#erentiation is taken along ft . (We note 
that Di along ft approaches Di along f,, as t --f 0.) 
Proof. We have by the formula for covariant differentiation of a vector 
field: 
Dtdf,) = DHfJa ayal (f, &j 
At t = 0, T( fo) = 0, so that we then have 
Ddft) /i=o = g T(ft)” /t;o $2 
hence. our assertion. 
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SO, dam, . W = 0 if and only if Dt~(ft) It=,, = 0. Therefore 
Dp( ft) = &D&j di Djft 
= D&F’ diDjft + R(f& ,fteat)gij diajft . 
[Here we use D,DiW = D,D,W + R( fd, ft) W.] SO, 
DtT(ft) = D&j z/g D,Djf, + digijR(ft*ai ,f,*3,) qf, * 
But, D,Djft EE DjDtft by symmetry of the connection. Hence 
Dtr(ft) = Digij v’i DiDtft + diigi’R(ft+ai ,f,*a,) a,f, . 
NOW, atft It-s = W, so that at t = 0 we have 
0 = Ddf,) It+ = Digij di Dj W + & gijR( f,$, , W) aj f, . 
Taking the inner product of both sides of the equality with “- W” with 
respect to the Riemannian inner product on TM’, and integrating, we obtain 
0=-j (WyDigi’d~D~Wi)-JMd~gii(W,R(iif~,W)aif~),. 
M 
By hypothesis, the sectional curvatures of M’ are all nonpositive, so in fact, 
giY W R(%fo , W> aif& < 0. 
Next, 
(W, D&i & DiW) = & (W,gij diDjW) - &gii(DiW, DjW). 
Therefore, since W la,,, = 0, we have 
0 = J 
M 
&gij(DiW, DiW) - JMdigii(W, R(aifo, W)aif& 
> I 
& gij(Di W, Dj W> > 0. 
M 
But, since gi+) is a positive definite matrix, we have 
DiW = 0, i = l,..., m. 
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Taking inner product with W we have 
; & (W, ,I’> = (DiW, U’; z 0. 
2 
Hence, /I W !I2 = const. But IV 1 anr = 0, which implies 11 W 11 :-= 0, which in 
turn implies lS7 == 0 and hence our assertion that dAfO is one to one. 
Using this we now show surjectivity. 
which is a system of m linear equations in W, with C” coefficients depending 
smoothly on f,, . More precisely, 
So, at t -2 0, we have 
we have the following “linear” elliptic system in Wa with smooth coefficients 
and principal part the Laplacian: 
L Wd G A Wd + aidWiC + a, dWr~ AWd + St’“, 
where 8 is a first-order linear operator, 
2 Wd = aldWc + a, dWc . 
Kow, it is well known that for M compact Riemannian, the boundary-value 
problem 
Au==f, f E C’-2+Z, R’1), qanf=o 
is uniquely solvable for u E Cr~~(&l, Rg). [The case of inhomogeneous 
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boundary values: u 1 i3M = $ E Crsa(aM, Rq) is reduced to the homogeneous 
case by solving the problem 
Av=f-A@, vjaM=O 
(@ being an extension of 4 to all of M) and setting u = v + @.I That is, if we 
consider A : CT*~(M, Rg) --+ C7-2*m(M, Ra), the domain of 
A E D(A) = {u E CT*(l / au 1 M = 0}, 
then A is bijective: D N C7-2*a(M, Rg), and is a Fredholm operator. {The 
proof and the Schauder estimates follow exactly as in the Euclidean case, the 
main point being that in the construction of the Green’s function-where we 
have j x - y I-n+2 in the Euclidean case, we substitute p(x, Y)-~+~, p being 
essentially the geodesic distance between x and y on M, and we construct 
the Green’s function then for the second-order elliptic equation 
Au = (g%& . 
See, for example, DeRham [7] and Morrey [S].) 
Then, letting 
ind (A) = a(A) - /3(A) 3 d im nullspace (A) - cokernel (A), 
we have 
ind (A) = 0. 
We say a is “A-compact”: CT*a(M, R*) + CT-2,a(M, R’J), if a is a compact 
map with respect to the graph norm of A on D. If a is in fact A-compact, then 
by a theorem of Kato [6], A + a is Fredholm and we have 
ind(a + A) = ind(A). 
Hence, %(a + A) - fl(a + A) = 0. But by the first part of our proof, we 
have uniqueness, hence a(8 + A) = 0, which implies /3(a + A) = 0 and the 
map L 3 8 + A is thus onto. 
What we have to show is that a is A-compact. So, let 
W, E D(A) C Cr*~(M, RQ) 
be a bounded set in the graph norm, that is, suppose 
II W, IId = C (II W,ca 1lr.a + II AWk= llr--24) d 1. 
a 
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We must show that I’, E aIVk is a precompact set in C’-2~a(M, Rg). So we 
have 
Also ([2]), for any E > 0, c, with 
‘! Diwka llr--3.a < c II Wka l/r,a + Cc II Wka ii0 
and 
/I Wka iLa < 6 II Wka /IT,cI + C, 1; Wka 110 . 
Hence, we have 
Therefore, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and diagonalization, {VP} is pre- 
compact in Cr-3,y proving that 8 is d-compact. 
Thus, having proved that L, hence drf, , hence dAfO is a bijective mapping, 
we can now apply the Inverse Function Theorem, yielding fl as a local 
diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of f0 proving our theorem. 
4. NONLINEAR SOBOLEV SPACES 
We make WsJ’(M, M’) into a Finsler Manifold: For W E W’,P(M, TICI,‘) 
we have the norm of Finsler structure 
Dk again being any k-th iterated covariant derivative along f. Then for f and g 
in the same component, the Finsler metric d(s*p)( f, g) is given by 
d@vp)( f, g) =: i;f J‘l jl & !;s.II dt 
U 
(a any curve connecting f and g). 
We then have the following Sobolev imbedding-type theorem: 
THEOREM. Let M be compact, M and M’ both complete Riemannian mani- 
folds. Then for s > [m/p] + 1, WS*P(M, M’) is a complete Fin&r manifold, 
and for 
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Proof. Letting dC( f, g) denote distance on C(M, M’); that is, 
dC( f, g) = itf ,: stp I k I 4 
then noting the facts: 
(i) For WE C”(M, a-lTM’), x + / W I(%c) is a C” function if x E M; 
(ii) For any partial derivative 8 on M, we have (to be proved in the course 
of the theorem below) 
I~IwlIdl~wl; 
we have on applying the usual Euclidean case argument to I& / , 
< const i;f ,: \I& \Is,D dt = cd”yp(f, g); 
holding for sp > m, implying that W s*p is a complete Finsler Manifold for 
sp > m, as in the Euclidean case. 
Now, since M is compact, there exists a real number h > 0, such that 
every point x of M has a normal geodesic convex-coordinate ball I??(X) of 
radius X centered at X. That is, UPh E (Z 1 d(x, Z) < A}. We consider points y 
sufficiently close to x so that for s = d(x, y), we have s < 6% (0 to be chosen), 
where “d( , )” denotes the geodesic distance from x to y. Let S, be the ball 
of radius s around x (and through y) and let S, be the similar ball of radius s 
centered at y (and through x). Let S = S, n S, . Then, since S contains a 
geodesic m cube with sides of length s, vol (S) const. sm. 
Now, for x E S and “d’( , )” the distance function on M’, 
d’(fx, fy) < d’(fx, fi) + d’( fz, fr). 
Integrating both sides with respect to z over S, we have 
cs” d’(fx,fy) ,< j, d’(fx, fi) dz + j, d’( fy, fi) dz 
E I,’ + I,‘. 
(4.1) 
We first obtain an estimate for 1% , a similar one holding for 1g . So, let yZZ 
be a minimizing geodesic from x to Z. Thenfo yZZ is a curve in M’ fromf(x) 
tof(z) and 
d’( fx, fi) < jfOy ds’ = j f * ds’. 
Y 
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But, 
hence 
Hence, 
Then, 
ds” = g& dy” dy”, 
f * ds’ = [g&(f)fjafja dxi d~j]l’~ c [(fi , fj} dxi dxj]““. 
Introducing Fermi coordinates along yxz , we have gij(y,_) E Sii . Hence, 
dsY2 = g,,(r) dxi dxj = 1 (dxj)2. 
Therefore, 
(4.2) 
.< t ‘% c 
s s 
dz: I fi t ds. 
i s, 
ylz 
Introducing geodesic polar coordinates on U, centered at x, we have 
Therefore 
d’( fx, fy) < const c 
i 
[i, 
I 
Ifi I drdu + j’s lfi!drdw] 
P 
= const[1z2 + Iu2]. (4.4) 
Then, 
where 
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Ifp = 1, 
If p > 1, then applying Hiilder’s inequality, we have 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
We now use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. For any vector Jield WE f -lTM’, that is, 
W(x) E TW(z, > XEM, 
we have 
I 6 I W I I G I D,W I . (4.7) 
Proof. Since the connection on M’ is Riemannian, we have for any vector 
fields X, Y, Z on M’ 
XW Z> = (DxY, Z> + <K DEG. 
Considering a/& as a vector field alongf, that is, 
(4.8) 
we have 
a, I WI = WK WI WI-‘> 
= 2 ( 
W o,Wlwl > -a, I WI. 
Therefore, 
and 
and the lemma is proved. 
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Now, going back to (4.6) we have to estimate the right hand side integral 
(4.9) 
The rest of the argument follows directly along the lines for the Euclidean 
case as in Nirenberg [5]. 
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